
Can someone refute
this anti-Semitic and
neo-Nazi film
“Europa: The Last
Battle”?

Do the above messages suggest ‘ANTI-SEMITSM’ to
you?

PS: Yes there does exist some anti-semitism despite
the creator trying to refrain from it but not, definitely not
as much as to dump it as some Anti-Semitic garbage.
That’s prevalent in saying Jewish extremists are the
main problem ignoring the heavy amounts of Western
and Soviet mutual benefits in going against Germany.

Regarding the ‘Neo-Nazi’ claim…

They absolutely loathe Neo-Nazis and White
Supremacists, making it clear that they don’t associate
themselves with White Supremacists, Anti-Semites,
racists. (I mean after looking at the above pics, the very
first thing that came to my mind is, sure this suggests
nEoNaZiSm)

Here are two of the fakest quotes I found in the
documentary.

I mean hahaha so stupid right, they wouldn’t ever say
this, however…

Churchill’s quote

👇

(It’s a long ass source and the quote
you’re looking for is around the 20th para)

US ex-Foreign Minister James Baker’s quote

👇

Let me show you three solid H2O molecules on the tip
of the Iceberg :-

1)Aktion T4

→Do you know about ‘Aktion T4’ or Action T4? Anti-
Revisionists say this was a direct order from Hitler on
September 1, 1939 ordering all people unfit for work to
be ‘eliminated’ by sending them off at ‘Evil Nazi doctors’
and ‘Gassing Vans’ etc.

→However here is the actual document from evil mean
girl Hitler ordering it-

The quite literal and simplest English translation means-
“𝘙𝘦𝘪𝘤𝘩𝘴𝘭𝘦𝘪𝘵𝘦𝘳 𝘉𝘰𝘶𝘩𝘭𝘦𝘳 𝘢𝘯𝘥 𝘋𝘳. 𝘮𝘦𝘥. 𝘉𝘳𝘢𝘯𝘥𝘵 𝘢𝘳𝘦 𝘳𝘦𝘴𝘱𝘰𝘯𝘴𝘪𝘣𝘭𝘦 𝘧𝘰𝘳
𝘦𝘹𝘱𝘢𝘯𝘥𝘪𝘯𝘨 𝘵𝘩𝘦 𝘱𝘳𝘰𝘧𝘦𝘴𝘴𝘪𝘰𝘯𝘢𝘭 𝘲𝘶𝘢𝘭𝘪𝘧𝘪𝘤𝘢𝘵𝘪𝘰𝘯𝘴 𝘰𝘧 𝘥𝘰𝘤𝘵𝘰𝘳𝘴 𝘵𝘰 𝘣𝘦
𝘥𝘦𝘵𝘦𝘳𝘮𝘪𝘯𝘦𝘥 𝘣𝘺 𝘯𝘢𝘮𝘦 𝘴𝘰 𝘵𝘩𝘢𝘵, 𝘢𝘤𝘤𝘰𝘳𝘥𝘪𝘯𝘨 𝘵𝘰 𝘩𝘶𝘮𝘢𝘯 𝘯𝘶𝘵𝘳𝘪𝘵𝘪𝘰𝘯,
𝘪𝘯𝘤𝘶𝘳𝘢𝘣𝘭𝘦 𝘱𝘢𝘵𝘪𝘦𝘯𝘵𝘴 𝘤𝘢𝘯 𝘣𝘦 𝘨𝘳𝘢𝘯𝘵𝘦𝘥 𝘮𝘦𝘳𝘤𝘺 𝘥𝘦𝘢𝘵𝘩 𝘪𝘧 𝘵𝘩𝘦𝘪𝘳
𝘤𝘰𝘯𝘥𝘪𝘵𝘪𝘰𝘯 𝘪𝘴 𝘤𝘳𝘪𝘵𝘪𝘤𝘢𝘭𝘭𝘺 𝘢𝘴𝘴𝘦𝘴𝘴𝘦𝘥.”

→ Yes, Euthanasia was practiced in National Socialist
Germany, but only Euthanasia, not random experiments
on patients. - Read Carlo Mattogno’s book on the ‘Nazi
Doctor’ who conducted illegal experiments- Dr. Mengele
and his assistant Nyiszli.

👇

 485 pages, pdf format.

https://holocausthandbooks.com/dl/37-aadea.pdf

In case you don’t know, Euthanasia is the practice of
granting ‘mercy death’ to incurably sick people. It’s
illegal in most countries now.

→ Then it is also claimed that Aktion T4 was in action
till 1945, but what they don’t mention is that in 1941,
this plan was leaked to the public by von Goel and there
were protests against it thus it was immediately stopped
in 1941.

2)Regarding evil mean girl Hitler’s peace treaties which
he never sent right?

→

→ Then Hitler also gave a speech on September 4th
about the RAF bombing of civilians and cities for of
course ‘Military purposes’ ah yes military purposes of
kids and women who fly ‘evil Nazi UFOs’.

→ Also note this was before the Blitz or the Bombing of
London. I’m totally sure they told you that Britain started
bombing civilian targets before Germany.

→ Also note: This is as well a long ass source, the part
your searching for is from the 36th-39th para.

3)Wannseekonferenz aka ‘The Final Solution’ where the
evil Nazis and their mean girl Hitler decided the
‘extermination’ and ‘liquidation’ of all Jews. Well at least
that’s what they told me was ‘written’ in ‘those’
documents and that ‘they’ read it.

→ Well here you go, the actual documents for you to
read and judge for yourself-

→ Go and count how many times the words
‘exterminate’ or ‘murder’ or ‘kill’ or ‘gassed’ are used.
Warning- they are playing hide and seek with you and
you may probably never seek them, because such
words were ofc used in the Third Reich right? I mean
they told me so.

-English Translation+German(the last page{15} is
missing in the translation so you’ll have to translate it
yourself but the 14 pages are more than enough…)

https://www.ghwk.de/fileadmin/Redaktion/PDF/Konferenz/Wannsee_Protocol_German_English_200214es.pdf

-This is the raw German version from the Polish
archives specifically for those people who love Pierogi
with butter.

https://www.ghwk.de/fileadmin/Redaktion/PDF/Konferenz/protokoll-
januar1942_barrierefrei.pdf
The only thing I didn’t find very appealing was in their
Aftermath chapters, this lady made multiple
appearances and made legit arguments except one
(strictly IMO)

She talks about how Einstein could be wrong in his
Theory of Relativity and that there were 100s other
scientists against him and that his qualifications weren’t
as great.

Now about that- “Quality is better than quantity.”

Also I’m perfectly fine with questioning the currently
accepted Science and Physics with proof and altering
theories, that’s how science works and progress takes
place.

However I have absolutely no right of calling out
someone’s science and theories unless I can prove it
wrong. I’m not saying that he has to be 100% right and
that he can’t be wrong, but rather even if this woman is
spittin fax to the point it floods her house and that she is
an omnipotent being, I can’t take her seriously unless
she presents her proof and proves him wrong.

→ Name calling and accusations is the child’s way. I
strictly talk only about facts and accept that I may be
wrong like how I was wrong when I considered
‘Schindler’s List’ as one of my favourites. But glad that
this documentary didn’t edit out her shortcomings to
present her as perfect unlike…

SOME CRITICS-

1. Operation Barbarossa is another thing they get
wrong. The documentary buys into the common
misconception that had it not been for mud and
Winter, the Soviets would’ve been defeated. Well
that’s false.

—-> Even if they captured Moscow, well let’s give the
Germans Leningrad and Stalingrad too, but then what?
Do you want to see how much of an area till Moscow
actually was? Even if Germany captured Moscow that
was still about 10% of the Soviet Union(keep in mind
the map below is of Russia):

—-> Stalin had with his Gulags turned the Soviet East
into an industrial complex eg: the Urals. Not only was it
impossible geographically but also numerically and
statistically. At 1941, the invading German Army had
3,332 tanks(Muller-Hillebrand, German Ground Forces
1933–1945; p. 144) while the Soviets had 23,925
tanks(Viktor Suvorov, Chief Culprit, p. 240) nevertheless
the fact that Stalin had about 35,000 T-34s made
throughout the war.

—-> The German infantry had about 3.8 million troops
while the Soviets had about 5.5 million. Just one week
after the war, they recruited an additional 5.3 million
troops(Soviet Military Encyclopedia, 5: p. 343) thus they
had about 10.8 million already.

—-> I shouldn’t even get into other logistical issues like
they had 0 sheepskin jackets for the cold and the oil-
fuel they used was not only too less but also
unsustainable for the cold. Their fuel froze at -13.8 °C
while the average Soviet Winter was about -20 °C…

—-> The reason Stalin didn’t believe any Intelligence
Reports was because he simply found it impossible that
the Germans would commit such an absurd suicide.
Stalin’s Chief of the GRU- General Golikov always
reported that the “Germans were not preparing for war”
despite knowing the War Plans and massive formations
as technically they weren’t preparing for war but for
suicide.(Viktor Suvorov, Chief Culprit, pp. 248–250).
Read these:

—-> Now do you really believe Stalin and the Soviets
were “afraid” of Germany or that Germany had any
chance to defeat the USSR?

—————————————————

2. Diary of Anne Frank.

Idk why is this even of any concern. Anne Frank was a
teen(14) who was in 1944 August arrested by the
Gestapo(German Secret Police like the NKVD) and
deported to Auschwitz then to Bergen-Belsen in
November.

—-> Anne Frank died in February, 1945 as a victim of
the Typhus Epidemic, not of any Gas Chambers or Gas
Vans. This is accepted unanimously. She was a victim
of the National Socialist persecution of Jews for
reallocation to captured lands who definitely didn’t
deserve to die; not that any Jew or Gypsy or
Homosexual or Pole etc deserved to die. What
happened to them due to German persecution policies
and Allied(US-UK not Soviet) terror bombings of
Concentration Camps and supply lines was sad and
must be acknowledged.

—-> The Documentary tries to attack it claiming some
pages were forged- rewritten or simply added new by
her dad as they were written with a ball point pen. Now
idk how true that is but why does that matter. As per the
430 page Diary of Young Girl I’ve read, it states that the
portions regarding her menstruation and private stuff
were removed.

—-> Also Anne Frank never claims any gassings, all
she says is that she had heard news media talking
about how the Germans gassed Jews. There is no need
to attack her diary as it isn’t considered any proof of the
Genocide of Jews, so just let her be in peace.

The Anne Frank portion from the Holocaust
Encyclopaedic book ‘Lectures on the Holocaust’ by
Germar Rudlof, 3rd Revised Edition; p. 436:

—• pdf of the book:

https://holocausthandbooks.com/dl/15-loth.pdf

—x—x—x—x—x—x—x—x—

3. Auschwitz Krematoria 1:

—-> The documentary claims that the “Gas Chamber 1”
of Auschwitz was actually an air raid shelter where the
Soviets installed a fake chimney to prove it. Well both
are wrong.

—-> It wasn’t any gas chamber but it was a
crematorium chamber for exhumation of the dead
bodies. It is true that it was also an air raid shelter and
that the Soviets misrepresented it as a Gas Chamber
but dangerous amount of conjecture is playing here.

//Document for Krematoria 1:

//Document for Krematoria 1 ‘Ventilation System’
installation:

//Document for Cremation device:

—-> Now the most important-

The Documentary claims there was no chimney for
Krematorium 1 ever:



However;

//Document for Krematoria 1 Chimney installation:

//Document for conversion to Air Raid shelter:

The Soviets didn’t install any “new fake chimneys” it
was already there put by the Germans. Also it wasn’t
merely an air raid shelter but was originally functioning
as a Crematorium.

—-> Now why did they convert it into an Air raid
shelter? Well that’s thanks to your “Heroic Allies” for
terror bombing everything not caring for the civilian
losses for Germans and others.

ps: By Allies I mean the Anglo-American Capitalists not
Soviets.

—x—x—x—x—x—x—x—

4. Calling the Soviet Union some “Jewish” Puppet

—-> True that Jews had a notable over representation
in the Soviet GOVT→ 80% however there are many
reasons for that. One being look at the past history of
Russia. Non-Jews were 90% peasants under the
Monarchy while Jews weren’t as they weren’t even
allowed to live or stay near the common public. Thus
Jews were more educated than the other population
and more fit for important roles in the Government.
Anybody would’ve wanted a capable, literate person to
handle the world’s largest country than some peasant
with no education.

—-> After Stalin took power, the “Jewish” Control
dropped greatly(idk if the creators have heard of Stalin’s
“antisemitic” purges). Stalin is accused of being
“antisemitic” for his purges however that’s the furthest
from the truth. Stalin purged out Trotskyists and his
Capitalists. Trotsky also was Zionist while the Soviets
rightfully abhorred Zionism. Many Jews were thus
aligned to Trotsky and unfortunately were purged out.
Stalin was the most cunning man of WW2 and was far
from being any puppet thus we had some Zionist
bankers donating to Hitler to keep Stalin under check. I
recommend reading Viktor Suvorov’s Chief Culprit.
Really explains well the role of Stalin in bringing forth
WW2 and also debunks the myths of “Stalin being
afraid of Hitler” or that “Germany could’ve defeated the
Soviet Union”.

—-> Yes it’s true that Stalin was the first to recognise
Israel and that he helped Israel in the 1948 war but we
shouldn’t forget what happens later. The reason Stalin
supported Israel was because he expected them to
drive out the British away from the Middle East. Israel
however was very friendly with the Capitalists and the
Kremlin High Command abhorred that. Moscow soon
made a 180° turning from a staunch Tel Aviv ally to a
staunch Tel Aviv foe.

—-> Even after Stalin’s death, the USSR remained a
foe, helping the Arab nations against Israel. The
diplomatic relations between Israel and the USSR were
developed under Gobrachev ofc in 1989.

—-> Also the Mitrokhin Archives vol. 2 The KGB in the
World- Israel and Zionism chapter 12 pp. 222–245, how
Mitrokhin talks about the KGB trying to tackle “Zionist
Conspiracies against the USSR”. (Keep in Mind, this
book is from a Western Chauvinist however it does
prove Stalin wasn’t a “Jewish puppet” while also ofc
adding Anti-Soviet bias)

I’ll show a few pages:

—-> The most antisemitic modern period was of
Germany under the NSDAP. The Soviets have bared
the false allegation of being antisemitic. They were
instead Anti-Zionist and Anti-American as in against the
Plutocratic elite of the US. Thus they naturally opposed
the US Satellite state of Israel.

Basic Conclusion-

The Germans didn’t have a race rating system, you
could say it was basic racial pride and Nationalism
however yes they were extremely antisemitic but that
was more so of a phobia like Judeophobia. Unlike
America or Britain with Black people and colonies, they
didn’t hate the Jews racially or wanted to use them as
slaves rather like I said Hitler was paranoid of Jews. He
thought the powerful Jews to be the sole omnipotent
capitalists and warmongers and the only reason of the
mishaps. Thus he wanted to remove all Jews from
Germany to the ME(Havaara Agreement) and to
Madagascar-Far East(Wanseekonferenz) as in sink the
entire ship to drown the rats type approach. He wanted
to purge the destabilising agents like Stalin did but he
thought only bourgeoisie Jews were the problem so he
decided the ethnic cleansing of all Jews where the
bourgeoisie would get removed but the innocent Jews
would be collateral damage. I hope this makes it clear
enough.

Neo-Nazis are simply psychopaths. They worship the
media and Anglo-American propaganda portrayed
Hitler. Those Nazis who were mass-murderers,
warmongers, white supremacists, racists, totalitarians,
are the Nazis these psychos love. It’s not like they dug
some dirt and found out the real National Socialists and
Hitler and thus they now like him rather they look at all
his alleged crimes and say the Jews and others
deserved it.

As of yet, the only successful states after Hitler were
and are- Burkina Faso under Thomas Sankara, China,
Cuba, North Korea, Libya under Gaddafi, Russia,
USSR before Gorbachev and Yeltsin, DDR or East
Germany(partly true)

Yes I know these names sound shocking but just like
Hitler, they are also constantly demonised. Education-
literacy, Housing, Medical Care, Life Expectancy,
Proletariat’s rights etc all flourished and still flourish
under these countries. All had to and still face
sanctions, blockades, military threats, terrorists armed
by the US-NATO yet score better than the US. I’ll make
another post discussing these topics.

———————————

Regarding their sources, I only made a few points and
gave their respective sources, but for this absolute 12
hr long unit of a documentary, you may wonder where
are those sources of these conspiracy theorists?

→ Well how shameful that they don’t provide accurate
footnote type sources thus I had to individually search
up their most consequential claims-which also usually
are false.

→ I also love how they name these below books in their
“Sources” especially the ‘Holocaust Handbook series’
but just refuse to actually refer to them. Like had they
even read one of those books, they wouldn’t have made
conspiraloon, refuted claims like those of the “Wooden
Door” or “Zyklon B is explosive”. Both are just false and
make you seem like an overfilled garbage can garbling
out stinky waste. Some of their bibliography here

👇

Also another thing in common with CONSPIRACY
THEORISTS and this documentary:

I honestly don’t know what even was the producer’s
thought process while writing this. My man has literally
made some of the craziest and most refuted claims yet
thought it would be a good idea to write this? Either he
actually believes his claims or he just told his 5th grade
son hired as an editor to write something which’ll make
him sound authentic and true.

————————————————————————————

—• Now now before you label me as well, let me get it
clear;

Pulled a sneaky one on you didn’t I?

‘Anti-Semites’ after reading this:

—• It does a wonderful work of showing the other side
of the story, something which is never shown eg: The
Pearl Harbour Bombing from Japanese perspective, the
Allied War Crimes, ‘Warmongering Hitler’s’ attempted
peace treaties, Genocide of Germany etc

—• Don’t skip it for it being ‘Complete misinformation’;
forming an opinion of something without even watching
full is ‘misinformation’

—• This documentary also points out the difference
between the ‘National Socialist’ and the ‘Neo Nazi’

—• It does not try to insult the Jew’s suffering but
acknowledges it from the other perspective unlike the
Reddit Neo Nazi.

—• There are some biases here and there but it doesn’t
compare to the present day Orthodoxy. So go in with an
open and sharp mind, open enough to different ideas
and perspectives, sharp enough to distinguish between
facts and myths. If you blindly believe everything in this
documentary, then you’re again falling for propaganda
so why even watch this if you aren’t interested in finding
out the truth instead blindly follow what someone says?

—• Even if this documentary was 100% false(which it
isn’t) it still is a must watch. You’ll get to experience the
skilful use of National Socialist propaganda. Once you
watch this, whether it be true or false, there’s an
awakening within you. You learn to look at things
through different perspectives.

—• To sum it up, Europa The Last Battle is a conjecture
which turned out to be partially true. It’s 10/10
recommended if you have no idea about the Revisionist
perspective but I beg you, PLEASE PLEASE DO NOT
USE THIS AS MEANS OF CITATION OR THINK YOU
KNOW ENOUGH AFTER WATCHING THIS. There
simply are too many straw man arguments eg: my
‘CRITICS’ section. The entirety of the slander against
Stalin and socialist countries is absolute bogus. This
Documentary was only my gateway to the Revisionist
Studies. Please refer to the Holocaust Handbooks
website where they have 47 documented studies in the
form of pdfs for free about 20,000 pages minimum. In
fact the Krematoria 1 documents were from the
Holocaust Handbooks vol. 21 called ‘Auschwitz:
Crematorium 1 and the alleged Gassings’ by Carlo
Mattogno. Website

👇

Holocaust Handbooks

Let me make another thing clear, I have fallen for
propaganda before(Allied) and this very well might be
propaganda(Axis) or a conspiracy theory, “Fool me
once, shame on you. Fool me twice, shame on me.”
But, but I haven’t yet found anybody debunking this.

Conspiracy Theory means baseless claims, if you go
ranting about how the Revisionist studies are false
without presenting any proof but simply calling it names
like a 90s middle school bully i.e. making baseless
claims, then:

I am completely open minded now unlike how I was
before, where I would term anything even having the
slightest difference from the so called ‘Truth and History’
as Neo-Nazi or Fake.

My Verdict-

For new people- 7/10

For people familiar with the Revisionist ideas- 3/10

Claims ‘Accuracy’(including conjectures turning out
true) = 65%*

Claims which are wholly correct= 15%

Claims outright false= 35% *

Links for the documentary:-

To download and watch online- Telegram link

👇

To watch online

👇

https://europathelastbattle.wordpress.com/watch/


